Friday 30th April 2021

3K - Amelia for brilliant high jump technique and Toby for showing resilience
in sprinting.

3B - Bradley and Aimee for showing excellent technique in sprinting and
relay this week.

3P - Jayden for modelling superb relay technique and Tilly for persevering
and demonstrating good technique in triple jump.

3HL - Zak for writing interesting sentences in our sentence stacking this
week. Tyler for accurate measuring and converting in maths lessons.

Our most accurate classes are:

3K, 4G, 5J, 6P
Our most accurate individuals are:

Lorella 3HL, Tymon 4H, Jaden 5J, Aston 6P
1st 4H 264,659,776 2nd 6RL 66,973,829
3rd 3HL 49,930,409
1st Riley 4H 140 million, 2nd Dylan 4H 79 million
3rd Anand 6RL 34 million.

4G - Isabelle for fantastic understanding in Maths and excellent presentation of
mathematical representations!
James for always making great learning choices and being a fantastic friend

4H - Kaila for a well written and imaginative ending to the Greek myth, Pandora’s box.
Well done Kaila!
Ava for showing perseverance in Maths despite not always feeling confident. Well done
Ava!

4L - Megan for great maths on decimals and fractions and for helping others too.
Sofia for helpfulness as well as always trying her best at all times.

4S - Tymon - for amazing maths and always participating fully in the lessons. Well done!

5M - Alex for improved explanations in maths (fractions) and Miya for
participating more in discussions.
5J - Alyssa for being a really active member of the class who gets involved
with discussions and class talk time and also has been proactively helpful
in practical lessons like art. Leah for speaking her mind and being open to
share her thoughts.
5W - Kyran and Victoria for a beautifully written retelling of the story 'Ouch!'
I was impressed with their use of adverbials within paragraphs and to link
paragraphs together!

The winning classes this week are:
3B 30 mins
4G 38 mins (Whole school winners!)
5M 34 mins
6T 24 mins

6P - Filip for his beautifully written setting description for ‘The Eye of the
Storm’. His choice of verbs and sentence openers was excellent.

6R - Jayden has demonstrated excellent knowledge across the curriculum
this week. He has undertaken some additional research at home and shared
some very interesting facts with the class. We look forward to hearing some
other fun facts soon!
6T - Logan for a huge improvement in attitude, concentration, behaviour,
effort and attainment. Absolute super star. Please keep it up!
6RL - Kaci for writing such a wonderful persuasive letter to humans from a
sea turtle, with the neatest handwriting. To all 6RL for working their socks
off this week.

6P - Freddie, Eliza and Riley W for their outstanding performance in hockey this
week. Great sportsmanship, attitude and skill.

6T - Jack W for excellent speed and agility using the hockey equipment as well as
a competitive yet healthy attitude and sportsmanship. A joy to teach.

4L- Jorgie Allard- great hockey skills and fantastic general fitness
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